English Magister (Master’s year 1) Single-Subject Course Spring 2018

Engelska Magister fristående kurs vt 2018
Course codes: 711A03 (Writers & Contexts: 711A13; History of English: 711A14; Linguistic & Literary Theory & Method: 711A15)

READING LIST

NB The literature has been ordered through Bokakademin in Kårallen. The books, etc. listed under “Course Literature” are compulsory reading.

Writers and Contexts (711A03 & 711A13)

Course Literature


Postcolonialism:

Marxism:

Bourdieu:

Foucault:

Materialist Feminism:

Additional material provided by the Department.
The History of English (711A03 & 711A14)

Course Literature


There are also free web materials to accompany this book available from here: <http://cw.routledge.com/textbooks/gramley-9780415566407> The "chapter resources" in particular are useful, e.g. the introductions to Old English (ch 2) & Middle English (ch 4).


Materials supplied by the Department (via Lisam).

Dictionaries

Old English Dictionaries:

Barthram, Phil (n.d.) Old English Translator [online] available from <http://www.oldenglishtranslator.co.uk/index.htm> [29 December 2017]


Middle English Dictionaries/Glossaries:


Early Modern English Dictionary:


Etymological Dictionaries:

Miscellaneous Language Resources (grammar, phonology, glossaries, etc.)

Old English:


Sedgefield, W.J. (1917) *Selections from the Old English Bede with Text and Vocabulary on an Early West Saxon Basis, and a Skeleton Outline of Old English Accidence*. Manchester: University of Manchester [online] available from: <https://archive.org/details/selectionsfromol00bedeuoft> [29 December 2017]


Middle English:


Early Modern English:


Meier, Paul (n.d.) *The Original Pronunciation (OP) of Shakespeare's English.* (this is now longer available from the above site, but a copy is available via the Lisam HoE course room in “Course Documents”)
Other General Reference Literature


Linguistic & Literary Theory & Method (711A03 & 711A15)

Course Literature

Literature


Further materials (including literary works) to be decided on the course.

Language

Linguistic Method


In addition students select academic articles to represent different linguistic methods.

Language & Language Theory


Online Lectures


A pdf of the Powerpoint slides can be downloaded here: http://www.liu.se/ikk/medarbetare/per-linell/sprakvetenskapens-senmoderna-historia-1960-2010/1.272981/BokslutsfrelsnigI.pdf


A pdf of the Powerpoint slides can be downloaded here: http://www.liu.se/ikk/medarbetare/per-linell/sprakvetenskapens-senmoderna-historia-1960-2010/1.272984/BokslutsfrelsnigIV.pdf


A pdf of the Powerpoint slides can be downloaded here: http://www.liu.se/ikk/medarbetare/per-linell/sprakvetenskapens-senmoderna-historia-1960-2010/1.272982/BokslutsfrelsnigII.pdf


Referencing
For Literary Studies


For Linguistics


Reference Literature

Literature


Language

See extended list in the Lisam module course room.